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Bu modülün ön koşulu yoktur.
Teknik denizcilik terimlerinin işlendiği öğretim materyalidir.
Genel Amaç:
Öğrenciye, teknik İngilizce cümlelerini mesleğini
yürütebilecek kadar, okuma, yazma, anlama ve kullanma
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Amaç:
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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Dear Student;
Marine Vehicles are used in various areas such as defending; transportation and the
need for these vehicles are increasing day by day in today’s world which is getting smaller
and smaller. So the amount of vehicles navigating over the seas is getting higher also.
Knowledge of vocational terms is important not only in native language but also in other
languages as well. This module enables you to reach the technical English you may in your
field.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY-1
LEARNING ACTIVITY–1
AIM
You will learn basic machinery system of a ship.

SEARCH
A


Visit a ship and observe its machinery.

1. STEAM TURBINES
The steam turbine has until recently been the first choice for very large power main
propulsion units. Its advantages of little or no vibration, low weight, minimal space
requirements and low maintenance costs are considerable. Furthermore a turbine can be
provided for any power rating likely to be required for marine propulsion. However, the
higher specific fuel consumption when compared with a diesel engine offsets these
advantages, although refinements such as reheat have narrowed the gap. The steam turbine is
a device for obtaining mechanical work from the energy stored in steam. Steam enters the
turbine with high energy content and leaves after giving up most of it. The high-pressure
steam from the boiler is expanded in nozzles to create a high-velocity jet of steam. The
nozzle acts to convert heat energy in the steam into kinetic energy. This jet is directed into
blades mounted on the periphery of a wheel or disc.

Picture 1.1 Turbine wheel
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1.1. Turbine types
There are two main types of turbine, the 'impulse' and the 'reaction'. The names refer
to the type of force which acts on the blades to turn the turbine wheel.

1.1.1. Impulse
The impulse arrangement is made up of a ring of nozzles followed by a ring of blades.
The high-pressure, high-energy steam is expanded in the nozzle to a lower-pressure, highvelocity jet of steam. This jet of steam is directed into the impulse blades and leaves in a
different direction (Figure 1.1). The changing direction and therefore velocity produces an
impulsive force which mainly acts in the direction of rotation of the turbine blades. There is
only a very small end thrust on the turbine shaft.

Figure 1.1 Impulse movement

1.1.2. Reaction
The reaction arrangement is made up of a ring of fixed blades attached to the casing,
and a row of similar blades mounted on the rotor, i.e. moving blades (Figure 1.2). The blades
are mounted and shaped to produce a narrowing passage which, like a nozzle, increases the
steam velocity. This increase in velocity over the blade produces a reaction force which has
components in the direction of blade rotation and also along the turbine axis. There is also a
change in velocity of the steam as a result of a change in direction and an impulsive force is
also produced with this type of blading. The more correct term for this blade arrangement is
'impulse-reaction.
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Figure 1.2 Reactions

1.2. Compounding
Compounding is the splitting up, into two or more stages, of the steam pressure or
velocity change through a turbine. Pressure compounding of an impulse turbine is the use of
a number of stages of nozzle and blade to reduce progressively the steam pressure. This
results in lower or more acceptable steam flow speeds and better turbine efficiency. Velocity
compounding of an impulse turbine is the use of a single nozzle with an arrangement of
several moving blades on a single disc. Between the moving blades are fitted guide blades
which are connected to the turbine casing. This arrangement produces a short lightweight
turbine with a poorer efficiency which would be acceptable in, for example, an astern
turbine. The two arrangements may be combined to give what is called 'pressure-velocity
compounding'. The reaction turbine as a result of its blade arrangement changes the steam
velocity in both fixed and moving blades with consequent gradual steam pressure reduction.
Its basic arrangement therefore provides compounding.
The term 'cross-compound' is used to describe a steam turbine unit made up of a high
pressure and a low pressure turbine. This is the usual main propulsion turbine arrangement.
The alternative is a single cylinder unit which would be usual for turbo-generator sets,
although some have been fitted for main propulsion service.
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Figure 1.3 Compounding

1.3. Reheat
Reheating is a means of improving the thermal efficiency of the complete turbine
plant. Steam, after expansion in the high-pressure turbine, is returned to the boiler to be
reheated to the original superheat temperature. It is then returned to the turbine and further
expanded through any remaining stages of the high-pressure turbine and then the lowpressure turbine.

1.4. Turbine construction
The construction of an impulse turbine is shown in Figure 1.4 The turbine rotor carries
the various wheels around which are mounted the blades. The steam decreases in pressure as
it passes along the shaft and increases in volume requiring progressively larger blades on the
wheels. The astern turbine is mounted on one end of the rotor and is much shorter than the
ahead turbine. The turbine rotor is supported by bearings at either end; one bearing
incorporates a thrust collar to resist any axial loading. The turbine casing completely
surrounds the rotor and provides the inlet and exhaust passages for the steam. At the inlet
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point a nozzle box is provided which by use of a number of nozzle valves admits varying
amounts of steam to the nozzles in order to control the power developed by the turbine. The
first set of nozzles is mounted in a nozzle ring fitted into the casing. Diaphragms are circular
plates fastened to the easing which are fitted between the turbine wheels. They have a central
circular hole through which the rotor shaft passes. The diaphragms contain the nozzles for
steam expansion and a gland is fitted between the rotor and the diaphragm. The construction
of a reaction turbine differs somewhat in that there are no diaphragms fitted and instead fixed
blades are located between the moving blades.

Figure 1.4 Cutaway of a turbine

1.5. Rotor
The turbine rotor acts as the shaft which transmits the mechanical power produced to
the propeller shaft via the gearing. It may be a single piece with the wheels integral with the
shaft or built up from a shaft and separate wheels where the dimensions are large. The rotor
ends adjacent to the turbine wheels have an arrangement of raised rings which form part of
the labyrinth gland sealing system, described later in this chapter. Journal bearings are fitted
at each end of the rotor. These have rings arranged to stop oil traveling along the shaft which
would mix with the steam. One end of the rotor has a small thrust collar for correct
longitudinal alignment. The other end has an appropriate flange or fitting arranged for the
flexible coupling which joins the rotor to the gearbox pinion. The blades are fitted into
grooves of various designs cut into the wheels.
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Figure 1.5 Parts of a rotor

1.6. Blades
The shaping and types of turbine blades have already been discussed. When the
turbine rotor is rotating at high speed the blades will be subjected to considerable centrifugal
force and variations in steam velocity across the blades will result in blade vibration.
Expansion and contraction will also occur during turbine operation; therefore a means of
firmly securing the blades to the wheel is essential. A number of different designs have been
employed. Fitting the blades involves placing the blade root into the wheel through a gate or
entrance slot and sliding it into position. Successive blades are fitted in turn and the gate
finally closed with a packing piece which is pinned into place. Shrouding is then fitted over
tenons on the upper edge of the blades. Alternatively, lacing wires may be passed through
and brazed to all the blades.

1.7. End Thrust
In a reaction turbine a considerable axial thrust is developed. The closeness of moving
parts in a high-speed turbine does not permit any axial movement to take place: the axial
force or end thrust must therefore be balanced out. One method of achieving this balance is
the use of a dummy piston and cylinder. A pipe from some stage in the turbine provides
steam to act on the dummy piston which is mounted on the turbine rotor (Figure 1.6). The
rotor casing provides the cylinder to enable the steam pressure to create an axial force on the
turbine shaft. The dummy piston annular area and the steam pressure are chosen to produce a
force which exactly balances the end thrust from the reaction blading. A turbine with ahead
and astern blading will have a dummy piston at either end to ensure balance in either
direction of rotation. Another method often used in low-pressure turbines is to make the
turbine double flow. With this arrangement steam enters at the centre of the shaft and flows
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along in opposite directions. With an equal division of steam the two reaction effects balance
and cancel one another.

Figure 1.6 End thrust

1.8. Glands and Gland Sealing
Steam is prevented from leaking out of the rotor high-pressure end and air is prevented
from entering the low-pressure end by the use of glands. A combination of mechanical
glands and a gland sealing system is usual. Mechanical glands are usually of the labyrinth
type. A series of rings projecting from the rotor and the casing combine to produce a maze of
winding passages or a labyrinth (Figure 1.7). Any escaping steam must pass through this
labyrinth, which reduces its pressure progressively to zero. The gland sealing system
operates in conjunction with the labyrinth gland where a number of pockets are provided.
The system operates in one of two ways. When the turbine is running at full speed steam will
leak into the first pocket and a positive pressure will be maintained there. Any steam which
further leaks along the shaft to the second pocket will be extracted by an air pump or air
ejector to the gland steam condenser. Any air which leaks in from the machinery space will
also pass to the gland steam condenser. At very low speeds or when starting up, steam is
provided from a low-pressure supply to the inner pocket. The outer pocket operates as
before. The gland steam sealing system provides the various low-pressure steam supplies and
extraction arrangements for all the glands in the turbine unit.
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Figure 1.7 Gland sealing
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APPLICATION ACTIVITY
APPLICATION ACTIVITY


Use technical English about Ship Engineering technology

Steps Of Process
Suggestions
 Translate the text about cargo ships
below.
 Use technical English dictionary.
 Research similar texts about steam
turbine.
A steam turbine is a mechanical device that extracts thermal energy from pressurized
steam, and converts it into rotary motion. Its modern manifestation was invented by Sir
Charles Parsons in 1884.
It has almost completely replaced the reciprocating piston steam engine primarily
because of its greater thermal efficiency and higher power-to-weight ratio. Because the
turbine generates rotary motion, it is particularly suited to be used to drive an electrical
generator – about 90% of all electricity generation in the United States is by use of steam
turbines. The steam turbine is a form of heat engine that derives much of its improvement in
thermodynamic efficiency through the use of multiple stages in the expansion of the steam,
which results in a closer approach to the ideal reversible process.

CHECKLIST
If you have behaviors listed below, evaluate yourself putting (X) in “Yes” box for
your earned skills within the scope of this activity otherwise put (X) in “No” box.

Evaluation Criteria

Yes No

1. However, the higher specific fuel consumption when compared with a
diesel engine offsets these advantages, although refinements such as reheat
have narrowed the gap
2. The high-pressure, high-energy steam is expanded in the nozzle to a
lower-pressure, high-velocity jet of steam.
3. The turbine rotor acts as the shaft which transmits the mechanical power
produced to the propeller shaft via the gearing
4. The rotor casing provides the cylinder to enable the steam pressure to
create an axial force on the turbine shaft.

EVALUATION
Please review your “No" answers in the form at the end of the evaluation. If you do
not find yourself enough, repeat learning activity. If you give all your answers "Yes" to all
questions, pass to the "Measuring and Evaluation".
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MEASURING AND EVALUATION
MEASURING AND EVALUATION
Complete these sentences.
1.

The steam turbine has
______________________________________________________________

2.

There are two main types of turbine
______________________________________________________________

3.

The impulse arrangement is
______________________________________________________________

4.

Reheating is a means of
______________________________________________________________

5.

The turbine rotor acts as
______________________________________________________________

EVALUATION
Please compare the answers with the answer key. If you have wrong answers, you
need to review the Learning Activity. If you give right answers to all questions, pass to the
next learning activity
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LEARNING ACTIVITY-2
LEARNING ACTIVITY-2
AIM
Students will be able to learn ship’s machinery ac

SEARCH
A


Visit a harbor and observe a ship’s machinery.

2. TURBINE CONTROL
The valves which admit steam to the ahead or astern turbines are known as
'maneuvering valves'. There are basically three valves, the ahead, the astern and the guarding
or guardian valve. The guardian valve is an astern steam isolating valve. These valves are
hydraulically operated by an independent system employing a main and standby set of
pumps. Provision is also made for hand operation in the event of remote control system
failure. Operation of the ahead maneuvering valve will admit steam to the main nozzle box.
Remotely operated valves are used to open up the remaining nozzle boxes for steam
admission as increased power is required. A speed-sensitive control device acts on the ahead
maneuvering valve to hold the turbine speed constant at the desired value. Operation of the
astern maneuvering valve will admit steam to the guardian valve which is opened in
conjunction with the astern valve. Steam is then admitted to the astern turbines.

2.1. Turbine Protection
A turbine protection system is provided with all installations to prevent damage
resulting from an internal turbine fault or the malfunction of some associated equipment.
Arrangements are made in the system to shut the turbine down using an emergency stop and
solenoid valve. Operation of this device cuts off the hydraulic oil supply to the maneuvering
valve and thus shuts off steam to the turbine. This main trip relay is operated by a number of
main fault conditions which are;







Low lubricating oil pressure
Over speed
Low condenser vacuum.
Emergency stop
High condensate level in condenser
High or low boiler water level
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Other fault conditions which must be monitored and form part of a total protection
system are:






HP and LP rotor eccentricity or vibration.
HP and LP turbine differential expansion, i.e. rotor with respect to casing.
HP and LP thrust bearing wear down.
Main thrust bearing wear down.
Turning gear engaged (this would prevent starting of the turbine).

Such 'turbovisory' systems, as they may be called, operate in two ways. If a tendency
towards a dangerous condition is detected a first stage alarm is given. This will enable
corrective action to be taken and the turbine is not shut down. If corrective action is not
rapid, is unsuccessful, or a main fault condition quickly arises, the second stage alarm is
given and the main trip relay is operated to stop the turbine.

2.2. Gearing
Steams turbines operate at speeds up to 6000rev/min. Medium-speed diesel engines
operate up to about 750rev/min. The best propeller speed for efficient operation is in the
region of 80 to 100 rev/min. The turbine or engine shaft speed is reduced to that of the
propeller by the use of a system of gearing. Helical gears have been used for many years and
remain a part of most systems of gearing. Epicyclic gears with their compact, lightweight,
construction are being increasingly used in marine transmissions.

Figure 2.1 Cutaway of a gear unit
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2.3. Flexible Coupling
A flexible coupling is always fitted between the turbine rotor and the gearbox pinion.
It permits slight rotor and pinion misalignment as well as allowing for axial movement of the
rotor due to expansion. Various designs of flexible coupling are in use using teeth, flexible
discs, membranes, etc. The membrane-type flexible coupling shown in Figure 2.2 is made up
of a torque tube, membranes and adaptor plates. The torque tube fits between the turbine
rotor and the gearbox pinion. The adaptor plates are spigoted and dowelled onto the turbine
and pinion flanges and the membrane plates are bolted between the torque tube and the
adaptor plates. The flexing of the membrane plates enables axial and transverse movement to
take place. The torque tube enters the adaptor plate with a clearance which will provide an
emergency centering should the membranes fail. The bolts in their clearance holes would
provide the continuing drive until the shaft could be stopped.

Figure 2.2 Flexible coupling

2.4. Operating Procedures
The steam turbine requires a considerable period for warming-through prior to any
maneuvering taking place. The high-speed operation of the turbine and its simply supported
rotor also require great care during maneuvering operations. Warming-through a steam
turbine First open all the turbine-casing and main steam-line drain valves and ensure that all
the steam control valves at the maneuvering station and around the turbine are closed. All
bled steam-line drain valves should be opened. Start the lubricating oil pump and see that the
oil is flowing freely to each bearing and gear sprayer, venting off air if necessary and check
that the gravity tank is overflowing. Obtain clearance from the bridge to turn the shaft.
Engage the turning gear and rotate the turbines in each direction. Start the sea water
circulating pump for the main condenser. Then start the condensate extraction pump with the
air ejector recirculation valve wide open. Open the maneuvering valve bypass or 'warming
through' valve, if fitted. This allows a small quantity of steam to pass through the turbine and
heat it. Raising a small vacuum in the condenser will assist this warming through. The
turbines should be continuously turned with the turning gear until a temperature of about
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75°C is reached at the LP turbine inlet after about one hour. The expansion arrangements on
the turbine to allow freedom of movement should be checked. Gland sealing steam should
now be partially opened up and the vacuum increased. The turning gear should now be
disengaged. Short blasts of steam are now admitted to the turbine through the main valve to
spin the propeller about one revolution. This should be repeated about every three to five
minutes for a period of 15 to 30 minutes. The vacuum can now be raised to its operational
value and also the gland steam pressure. The turbines are now ready for use. While waiting
for the first movements from the bridge, and between movements, the turbine must be turned
ahead once every five minutes by steam blasts. If there is any delay gland steam and the
vacuum should be reduced.

2.5. Maneuvering
Once warmed through, the turbine rotor must not remain stationary more than a few
minutes at a time because the rotor could sag or distort, which would lead to failure, if not
regularly rotated. Astern operation involves admitting steam to the astern turbines. Where
any considerable period of astern running occurs turbine temperatures, noise levels, bearings,
etc., must be closely observed. The turbine manufacturer may set a time limit of about 30
minutes on continuous running astern.

2.6. Emergency Astern Operation
If, when traveling at full speed ahead, an order for an emergency stop or astern
movement is required then safe operating procedures must be ignored. Ahead steam is shut
off, probably by the use of an emergency trip, and the astern steam valve is partly opened to
admit a gradually increasing amount of steam. The turbine can thus be brought quickly to a
stopped condition and if required can then be operated astern. The stopping of the turbine or
its astern operation will occur about 10 to 15 minutes before a similar state will occur for the
ship. The use of emergency procedures can lead to serious damage in the turbine, gearbox or
boilers.

2.7. Full Away
Maneuvering revolutions are usually about 80% of the full away or full speed
condition. Once the full away command is received the turbine can gradually be brought up
to full power operation, a process taking one to two hours. This will also involve bringing
into use turbo alternators which use steam removed or 'bled' at some stage from the main
turbines. Checks should be made on expansion arrangements, drains should be checked to be
closed, the condensate recirculation valve after the air ejector should be closed, and the
astern steam valves tightly closed.

2.8. Port Arrival
Prior to arriving at a port the bridge should provide one to two hours' notice to enable
the turbines to be brought down to maneuvering revolutions. A diesel alternator will have to
be started, the turbo alternator shut down, and all the full away procedure done in reverse
order.
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APPLICATION ACTIVITY
APPLICATION ACTIVITY


Use technical English about Ship Engineering technology.

Steps Of Process
Suggestions
 Translate the text about cargo ships
below.
 Use technical English dictionary.
 Research similar texts about cargo ships.
Fundamentally there are two basic types of turbines: condensing and back-pressure.
Condensing turbines operate with exhaust pressures less than atmospheric pressure, while
back-pressure turbines operate with exhaust pressures equal to or greater than atmospheric
pressure. As a general rule, condensing turbines tend to be larger in physical size as well as
power output. Back-pressure turbines are smaller in physical size than an equivalent
condensing unit, and usually operate at much faster rotational speeds due to efficiency
considerations. A hybrid of the basic condensing or back-pressure turbine is the extraction or
induction turbine

CHECKLIST
If you have behaviors listed below, evaluate yourself putting (X) in “Yes” box for
your earned skills within the scope of this activity otherwise put (X) in “No” box.
Evaluation Criteria
1. Can you remember ships’ names?
2. Do you know ships’ types?
3. Can you pronounce ships’ names correctly?

Yes

No

EVALUATION
Please review your “No" answers in the form at the end of the evaluation. If you do
not find yourself enough, repeat learning activity. If you give all your answers "Yes" to all
questions, pass to the "Measuring and Evaluation".
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MEASURING AND EVALUATION
MEASURING AND EVALUATİON
Complete these sentences.
1.

The valves which admit steam to the ahead or astern turbines are known as
______________________________________________________________

2.

A turbine protection system is provided with
______________________________________________________________

3.

A flexible coupling is always fitted between
______________________________________________________________

4.

The steam turbine requires
______________________________________________________________

5.

Once warmed through
______________________________________________________________

EVALUATION
Please compare the answers with the answer key. If you have wrong answers, you
need to review the Learning Activity. If you give right answers to all questions, pass to the
next learning activity
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LEARNING ACTIVITY-3
LEARNING ACTIVITY-3
AIM
You will learn names of documents that used at ships.

SEARCH
A


Visit a harbor and try to find out what kind of documents does a ship require.

3. BOILERS
A boiler in one form or another will be found on every type of ship. Where the main
machinery is steam powered, one or more large water tube boilers will be fitted to produce
steam at very high temperatures and pressures. On a diesel main machinery vessel, a smaller
(usually fire tube type) boiler will be fitted to provide steam for the various ship services.
Even within the two basic design types, water tube and fire tube, a variety of designs and
variations exist. A boiler is used to heat feed water in order to produce steam. The energy
released by the burning fuel in the boiler furnace is stored (as temperature and pressure) in
the steam produced. All boilers have a furnace or combustion chamber where fuel is burnt to
release its energy. Air is supplied to the boiler furnace to enable combustion of the fuel to
take place. A large surface area between the combustion chamber and the water enables the
energy of combustion, in the form of heat, to be transferred to the water. A drum must be
provided where steam and water can separate. There must also be a variety of fittings and
controls to ensure that fuel oil, air and feed water supplies are matched to the demand for
steam. Finally there must be a number of fittings or mountings which ensure the safe
operation of the boiler.
In the steam generation process the feed water enters the boiler where it is heated and
becomes steam. The feed water circulates from the steam drum to the water drum and is
heated in the process. Some of the feed water passes through tubes surrounding the furnace,
i.e. water wall and floor tubes, where it is heated and returned to the steam drum. Large-bore
down comer tubes are used to circulate feed water between the drums. The down comer
tubes pass outside of the furnace and join the steam and water drums. The steam is produced
in a steam drum and may be drawn off for use from here. It is known as 'wet' or saturated
steam in this condition because it will contain small quantities of water, alternatively the
steam may pass to a super heater which is located within the boiler. Here steam is further
heated and 'dried', i.e. all traces of water are converted into steam. This superheated steam
then leaves the boiler for use in the system. The temperature of superheated steam will be
above that of the steam in the drum. An 'attemperator', i.e. a steam cooler, may be fitted in
the system to control the superheated steam temperature. The hot gases produced in the
furnace are used to heat the feed water to produce steam and also to superheat the steam
from the boiler drum.
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The gases then pass over an economizer through which the feed water passes before it
enters the boiler. The exhaust gases may also pass over an air heater which warms the
combustion air before it enters the furnace. In this way a large proportion of the heat energy
from the hot gases is used before they are exhausted from the funnel.

Figure 3.1 Boiler

Two basically different types of boiler exist, namely the water tube and the fire tube.
In the water tube the feed water is passed through the tubes and the hot gases pass over them.
In the fire tube boiler the hot gases pass through the tubes and the feed water surrounds
them.

3.1. Boiler types
The water tube boiler is employed for high-pressure, high-temperature, high-capacity
steam applications, e.g. providing steam for main propulsion turbines or cargo pump
turbines. Fire tube boilers are used for auxiliary purposes to provide smaller quantities of
low-pressure steam on diesel engine powered ships.

3.1.1. Water tube Boilers
The construction of water tube boilers, which use small-diameter tubes and have a
small steam drum, enables the generation or production of steam at high temperatures and
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pressures. The weight of the boiler is much less than an equivalent fire tube boiler and the
steam raising process is much quicker. Design arrangements are flexible, efficiency is high
and the feed water has a good natural circulation. These are some of the many reasons why
the water tube boiler has replaced the fire tube boiler as the major steam producer. Early
water tube boilers used a single drum. Headers were connected to the drum by short, bent
pipes with straight tubes between the headers. The hot gases from the furnace passed over
the tubes, often in a single pass.

Figure 3.2 Watertube boiler
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3.1.2. Firetube Boilers
The firetube boiler is usually chosen for low-pressure steam production on vessels
requiring steam for auxiliary purposes. Operation is simple and feedwater of medium quality
may be employed. The name 'tank boiler’ is sometimes used for firetube boilers because of
their large water capacity. The terms “smoke tube” and “donkey boiler” are also in use.

Figure 3.3 Firetube boiler

3.1.3. Package Boilers
Most firetube boilers are now supplied as a completely packaged unit. This will
include the oil burner, fuel pump, forced-draught fan, feed pumps and automatic controls for
the system. The boiler will be fitted with all the appropriate boiler mountings. A singlefurnace three-pass design is shown in Figure 3.4 the first pass is through the partly
corrugated furnace and into the cylindrical wetback combustion chamber. The second pass is
back over the furnace through small-bore smoke tubes and then the flow divides at the front
central smoke box. The third pass is through outer smoke tubes to the gas exit at the back of
the boiler.
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Figure 3.4 Package boiler

3.1.4. Cochran Boilers
The modern vertical Cochran boiler has a fully spherical furnace and is known as the
'spheroid' (Figure 3.5). The furnace is surrounded by water and therefore requires no
refractory lining. The hot gases make a single pass through the horizontal tube bank before
passing away to exhaust. The use of small-bore tubes fitted with retarders ensures better heat
transfer and cleaner tubes as a result of the turbulent gas flow.
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Figure 3.5 Cochran boiler

3.1.5. Composite Boilers
A composite boiler arrangement permits steam generation either by oil firing when
necessary or by using the engine exhaust gases when the ship is at sea. Composite boilers are
based on fire tube boiler designs. The Cochran boiler, for example, would have a section of
the tube bank separately arranged for the engine exhaust gases to pass through and exit via
their own exhaust duct.

Figure 3.6 Composite boiler
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Figure 3.7 Composite boiler’s cutaway

1.3.6. The Steam-To-Steam Generator
Steam-to-steam generators produce low-pressure saturated steam for domestic and
other services. They are used in conjunction with watertube boilers to provide a secondary
steam circuit which avoids any possible contamination of the primary-circuit feedwater. The
arrangement may be horizontal or vertical with coils within the shell which heat the
feedwater. The coils are supplied with high-pressure, high temperature steam from the main
boiler.
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Figure 3.8 Steam to steam generator

3.1.7. Double Evaporation Boilers
A double evaporation boiler uses two independent systems for steam generation and
therefore avoids any contamination between the primary and secondary feedwater. The
primary circuit is in effect a conventional watertube boiler which provides steam to the
heating coils of a steam-to-steam generator, which is the secondary system. The complete
boiler is enclosed in a pressurised casing.

3.1.8. Exhaust Gas Boilers
Auxiliary boilers on diesel main propulsion ships, other than tankers, are usually of
composite form, enabling steam generation using oil firing or the exhaust gases from the
diesel engine. With this arrangement the boiler acts as the heat exchanger and raises steam in
its own drum.
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APPLICATION ACTIVITY
APPLICATION ACTIVITY




Use technical English about Ship Engineering technology

Steps Of Process
Translate the text about cargo ships
below.
Research similar texts about steam
(boiler) generators.

Suggestions
 Use technical English dictionary.

A boiler or steam generator is a device used to create steam by applying heat energy to
water. Although the definitions are somewhat flexible, it can be said that older steam
generators were commonly termed boilers and worked at low to medium pressure (1–300
psi/0.069–20.684 bar; 6.895–2,068.427 kPa) but, at pressures above this, it is more usual to
speak of a steam generator.

CHECKLIST
If you have behaviors listed below, evaluate yourself putting (X) in “Yes” box for
your earned skills within the scope of this activity otherwise put (X) in “No” box.
Evaluation Criteria
1. Can you remember boiler types?
2. Do you know boilers’ function?
3. Can you pronounce boilers’ names correctly?

Yes

No

EVALUATION
Please review your"No" answers in the form at the end of the evaluation. If you do not
find yourself enough, repeat learning activity. If you give all your answers "Yes" to all
questions, pass to the "Measuring and Evaluation".
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MEASURING AND EVALUATION
MEASURING AND EVALUATION
Complete these sentences.
1.

Where the main machinery is steam powered
____________________________________________________

2.

The construction of watertube boilers
____________________________________________________

3.

The firetube boiler is usually
____________________________________________________

4.

The modern vertical Cochran boiler has
____________________________________________________

5.

A composite boiler arrangement permits
____________________________________________________

EVALUATION
Please compare the answers with the answer key. If you have wrong answers, you
need to review the Learning Activity. If you give right answers to all questions, pass to the
next learning activity
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MODULE EVALUATION
MODULE EVALUATION
Complete these sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

The steam turbine has
______________________________________________________
There are two main types of turbine
______________________________________________________
The impulse arrangement is
______________________________________________________
Reheating is a means of
______________________________________________________
The turbine rotor acts as
______________________________________________________
The valves which admit steam to the ahead or astern turbines are known as
_____________________________________________________
A turbine protection system is provided with
______________________________________________________
A flexible coupling is always fitted between
______________________________________________________
The steam turbine requires
______________________________________________________
Once warmed through
______________________________________________________
Where the main machinery is steam powered
______________________________________________________
The construction of watertube boilers
______________________________________________________
The firetube boiler is usually
______________________________________________________
The modern vertical Cochran boiler has
______________________________________________________
A composite boiler arrangement permits
______________________________________________________

EVALUATION
Please compare the answers with the answer key. If you have wrong answers, you
need to review the Learning Activity. If you give right answers to all questions, please
contact your teacher and pass to the next module.
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ANSWER KEY
ANSWER KEY
LEARNING ACTIVITY-1
1
2
3
4
5

recently been the first choice for very large power main propulsion units.
the 'impulse' and the 'reaction'
made up of a ring of nozzles followed by a ring of blades.
improving the thermal efficiency of the complete turbine plant.
the shaft which transmits the mechanical power produced to the propeller shaft
via the gearing.

LEARNING ACTIVITY-2
1
2
3
4
5

'maneuvering valves'
all installations to prevent damage resulting from an internal turbine fault or
the malfunction of some associated equipment
the turbine rotor and the gearbox pinion
a considerable period for warming-through prior to any maneuvering taking
place
the turbine rotor must not remain stationary more than a few minutes at a time
because the rotor could sag or distort, which would lead to failure, if not
regularly rotated.

LEARNING ACTIVITY-3
1
2
3

one or more large water tube boilers will be fitted to produce steam at very high
temperatures and pressures
which use small-diameter tubes and have a small steam drum, enables the
generation or production of steam at high temperatures and pressures
chosen for low-pressure steam production on vessels requiring steam for
auxiliary purposes.

4

a fully spherical furnace and is known as the 'spheroid'

5

steam generation either by oil firing when necessary or by using the engine
exhaust gases when the ship is at sea
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MODULE EVALUATION ANSWER KEY
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Recently been the first choice for very large power main propulsion units.
the 'impulse' and the 'reaction'
made up of a ring of nozzles followed by a ring of blades.
improving the thermal efficiency of the complete turbine plant.
the shaft which transmits the mechanical power produced to the propeller shaft
via the gearing.
'maneuvering valves'
all installations to prevent damage resulting from an internal turbine fault or
the malfunction of some associated equipment
the turbine rotor and the gearbox pinion
a considerable period for warming-through prior to any maneuvering taking
place
the turbine rotor must not remain stationary more than a few minutes at a time
because the rotor could sag or distort, which would lead to failure, if not
regularly rotated.
one or more large water tube boilers will be fitted to produce steam at very
high temperatures and pressures
which use small-diameter tubes and have a small steam drum, enables the
generation or production of steam at high temperatures and pressures
chosen for low-pressure steam production on vessels requiring steam for
auxiliary purposes.
a fully spherical furnace and is known as the 'spheroid'
steam generation either by oil firing when necessary or by using the engine
exhaust gases when the ship is at sea
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